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Woodworth: Brief Notice

brief notice
A city of ofrefuge
refuge quincy illinois edited by
susan easton black and richard E ben

the bulk of this work of course discusses the events of 1838 39 the book

nett millennial 2000
ooo
000

does well at narrating the latter day saint
side of that winter the editors contributions are particularly engaging firsthand accounts help modern readers
understand the difficulties of those days
and appreciate the gratitude the saints
must have felt for the kindnesses of
quincy citizens this is vital narration
but given the theme of the symposium 1I
wass surprised this book did not say more
of the quincy citizens themselves
nowhere do we find quoted any of the
quincy residents who lent a helping
hand A plat map or a map reconstructing
the city of 1839 would have helped readers
visualize the logistics of what one quincy
historian calls one of the greatest
humanitarian gestures in the united
states 67
given the focus on humanitarianism
sociological analysis would have improved this collection why did quincy
citizens lend a helping hand when most of
the saints neighbors elsewhere did not
this it seems to me is the central question of the quincy experience but one
that remains unanswered if the lesson of
that winter can be located in christian
service 101
011
001
a demographic study of
101
loi
local religion would have been in order
finally since democrats were apparently
more eager than whigs to assist the
saints some exploration of this tension
viz a viz political tensions in missouri
would have helped readers discriminate
eager helpers from reluctant ones
despite these reservations the book is
a big step forward readers latter day
saint or not quincy resident or not will
come amay
away from the text inspired to go
avay
and do likewise and little else can be
more important than this

some books plow ground other
refuge quincy
books break it A city of ofrefuge
illinois breaks ground and breaks it in a
style uncommon in latter day saint
of the church
ofthe
regional histories histories odthe
in early new york kirtland ohio northern missouri and nauvoo illinois have
long been available these works were
written by latter day saints now comes
a collection of symposium papers written
by LDS and non LDS scholars that chronicle the winter of1838
ofthe
of the
of 1838 39 when most odthe
saints resided in quincy illinois
the papers were initially presented at
a quincy history symposium held in
quincy illinois november 5 6 1999
ofloren
loren and annette burthe brainchild of
ton LDS public affairs missionaries in
nauvoo this conference drew support
from public and private nonprofit enti
antii
ties it was designed to honor the
humanitarian efforts of the citizens of
quincy that saved the lives of thousands
of latter day saint refugees who were
then in flight from their missouri homes
in the winter of 1839 xiii conference
participants included quincy area con
serva
servators
tors librarians historians and
servitors
newspaper reporters BYU historians and
illinois government officials

this collection s sixteen papers divide
neatly into two camps mormon related
papers discuss the missouri persecutions
mormon demographics in quincy the
twelve in quincy apostasy and return
cormons in quincy newspapers
and mormons
mormons
cormons are scarcely mentioned how
ever in the papers on subjects such as the
quincy mounted riflemen early quincy
architecture quincy area riverboat sto
ries and folk culture
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